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Thanksgiving. Sigh. There’s a good reason why the
night before Thanksgiving is for going out drinking
with old friends. Yes, it’s great to catch up with old
buddies who you only see on social media these
days, but it’s more than that. We all know that by
the end of the Thanksgiving weekend, we’ll all
wished we’d stayed home. (If that’s not your
experience, can I come to your house this year?)

It’s heartening to start the holiday off with the
people we actually want to spend time with instead of the ones we have to.

There’s so much pressure to have the perfect Thanksgiving dinner that of
course it’s all going to fall apart with all the mishaps and personality clashes
and just plain rudeness. That doesn’t mean we have to be miserable. Let’s
talk about the different things that will go wrong and how we can keep them
from ruining our day.

Find a quiet moment to get away from holiday stress. Take time to

reflect for yourself on the year and what is to come!

The Critical Relative
We all have one and for some reason, we keep inviting them. It could be a
great-aunt who tells you that you need to lose weight. Or the aunties who
ask you when you’re getting married/having kids/having another kid. Or a
sibling who thinks you can’t possibly raise your own kids without their helpful
unsolicited advice and criticism.

Some of these people are just really bad at small talk, and can’t come up
with any conversation openers more interesting than, “So when are you
going to settle down?” And others are rude know-it-alls.

Instead of bracing yourself for the inevitable unpleasant encounter, why not
prepare yourself with some witty comebacks that will tell your relatives to
mind their own dang business in the most charming way possible?

Food police (http://abbeypost.com/blog/surviving-food-police-july-4-bbq/)?
Ask them if they’d like to see a doctor’s note detailing what you should and
shouldn’t eat based on your actual health.

Comments on the size of your body? “I know it’s crowded around the dining
room table, but I don’t think I’ll be able to lose weight between now and
dinner.”

Questions about your marital status or impending babies? “Don’t worry. I’ll
send out a press release when the time comes.” If you have a large
extended family, try looking around skeptically and saying, “I dunno. This
family is pretty big enough already.”

Comments on your lousy job? “It all part of my plans for world domination.”

Then go text a friend because they’re going through the same nonsense at
their house.

The Dieters

I get it. I was once so caught up in dieting culture that I got absolutely no
enjoyment out of food. But at my worst, it never occurred to me to reject the
feast my aunt and uncle had just worked all day to put before me. Not
everyone is on the same page. You get all the food out of the kitchen, shoo
everyone into the dining room, try to get the cooks to sit down already and
someone says, “The diets start tomorrow.” Or someone says, “I shouldn’t,”
as they put the smallest possible scoop of each dish on their plate.

It’s easy to think they’re commenting on you and what you’re eating,
especially if you outweigh them. Even if they do think you should join them
on the diet train, it’s more about them and their issues than about you. Still,
diet talk (http://danceswithfat.wordpress.com/2013/11/15/dealing-with-diettalk/) is worse for the digestion than politics.

Meet this behavior with humorous scolding like, “Now, now, Aunt & Uncle B
cooked all day. It’s our job to enjoy it. Do your duty.” or “Well, more stuffing
for me, then.” Or just ignore them – a lot of this talk comes from people who
think it’s expected. The poor dears.

Gather together for… Pie.

The Thanksgiving Fight

Each family has their own, special cause of the big argument
(http://www.mommyish.com/2013/11/27/thanksgiving-family-arguments/).
Someone brings up politics, some people won’t come to the table because
the game is on, the cook is stressed out because no one is helping, the
cook is stressed out because too many people are crowded into the kitchen
trying to help, the list goes on. These arguments are never about what
they’re pretending to be about. You can leave the room to get away from
someone’s political rant, you can let the football fans eat in front of the TV,
the cook can ask for help or shoo everyone away.

What makes everyone start yelling is decades-old resentments that aren’t
going to get solved in an overheated, overcrowded house. No one can
admit they’re wrong when they have an audience of everyone they’re
related to.

My best advice is to refuse to engage. Change the subject. Go into another
room or go out for fresh air. Live Tweet the big argument while hiding in the
bathroom. Play FlavorWire’s Thanksgiving Bingo
(http://flavorwire.com/348559/exclusive-thanksgiving-bingo-for-your-dinnertable) (squares include “drunk uncle” and “someone spills something”) with
your cool cousins. You may not be able to keep things from getting ugly, but
you can try to keep it from affecting you.

What are you thankful for this year?

You Have Plenty to Be Thankful For
You have a fabulous sense of style. You have affordable, made to measure
clothes that look and feel wonderful. You have friends who think you’re
fabulous just as you are. You have an extended family that you like most of
the time. With a good attitude and a little luck, you won’t spend the entire
Thanksgiving holiday counting down the minutes until your return flight.

